A This study proposes a two-step approach for table cartogram generation with cells that begin as squares and with fixed outer table borders. The first step only adjusts the vertical and horizontal borders of cells to express weights to the greatest possible degree. All cells maintain their rectangular shape after this step, although the limited degree of freedom of this operation results in low data representation accuracy. The second step adapts the cells of the lowaccuracy table cartogram to accurately fit area to weight by relaxing the constraints on the directions of borders of cells. This study utilizes an area cartogram generation method proposed by Inoue and Shimizu (2006), which defines area cartogram generation as an optimization problem. The formulation with vertex coordinate parameters consists of an objective function that minimizes the difference between the given data and size of each cell, and a regularization term that controls the changes of bearing angles. It is formulated as non-linear least squares, and is solved through the iteration of linear least squares by linearizing the problem at the coordinates of vertices and updating the estimated coordinates until the value of the objective function becomes small enough.
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The first step is formulated as follows. Let Nv denote the number of vertical lines, Nh denote the number of horizontal lines, including the outer borders of the table, and xi and yj denote the coordinates of the vertical line i and horizontal line j, respectively. The lower-left corner of table (x1, y1) is placed at the origin (0, 0) and Dij denotes the weight of the cell enclosed by vertical lines i and i+1 and horizontal lines j and j+1. The total size of the table cartogram is given as a rectangle with a horizontal border of length ( − 1)×l and vertical border of length ( ℎ − 1)×l, if each cell in the initial table is a square with sides of l. The value of l is decided to fit the total area to the total sum of the data. The optimization problem to obtain the positions of the horizontal and vertical lines that minimize the difference between the size and the given weight of each cell is represented by
A low-accuracy The proposed method is applied to the GDPs of countries and regions affected by the 1997 Asian financial crisis. The data set is published by the World Bank. Figure 1 shows the (Figure 1 (a) ) has borders closer to horizontal and vertical than the one using the Inoue and Shimizu method (Figure 1 (b) ). The evaluation indices in In summary, this study formulates table cartogram generation as an optimization problem. The proposed method is designed to produce table cartograms with smaller degrees of deformation by keeping borders close to horizontal and vertical. The proposed method uses a two-step approach; the first step optimizes the positions of vertical and horizontal borders and the second step transforms the cells with minimal changes of bearing angles. The GDP dataset application confirms that the proposed method achieves less deformation and small data representation error. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number JP18H01552.
